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The open road
Art students get real-world
experience designing bike
trailers, covers - SEE NEWS, A2
CRIME

Robbers
land safe

THE GRINCH WHO
STOLE CH RISTMAS
,J

TREETOPS

Authorities are on the lookout for who'.s
guilty ofstealing the tops off more than
two dozen Christmas trees from Danny
lipton's fann. The fann, in eastern
Tennessee, was raided
sometime between Nov.24
and last week."lt's like the
Grinch stealing Christmas
trees,"Shertff Kent Harris said.

worth
$11,000
$12K in cash, electronics
taken with man at home
JESSICA SUNDAY

•w

StaffWriter

Armed robbers got away with
more than $12,000 in cash and
electronics after beating and
threatening a victim in a Pegasus
Landing apartment last week
Police have two suspects
along with warrants for their
arrests. The suspects' names
cannot be revealed because the
investigation is still active, said
Cpl. James Roop, community
relations officer for the UCF
Police Department.
According to the police
report, at about 3 p.m. Nov. 28
the victim allowed both of the
suspects into his apartment
since he knew one of the two
men.
As he was walking toward his
bedroom, one of the men hit him
on the right side of his head and
the other punched him four to
five times. Both men proceeded
to punch and kick him in the ribs
after hitting him with a pistol.
Forced to lay under his bed
after threats that the men would
kill him ifhe moved, the 18-yearold watched as the suspects
raided his apartment.
Property stolen from the
apartment
included
two
Motorola MotoRazr cell phones,
a BlackBerry, a gray and black
Toshiba laptop, a passport and a
safe with $11,000 cash inside.
An investigation is in
progress as to why the victim
had so much cash due to conflicting reports given by the victim to the media and to police.
"Something's just not adding
up," Roop said.
On air, the victim said to the
media that the money was from
the sale of his vehicle. He told
police that the money belonged
to someone else.
In two separate photo line-

CRIME

MICKEY AND GANG
PREPARE TO TAKE

THE STAND

An Italian court ordered Tweety, Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck and Daisy to testify in
court.The summons cites them as
damaged parties in the criminal tJial ofa
Chinese man acrused ofcounterfeiting
products of Disney and Warner Bros.
"Unfortunately they cannotshow up, as
they are residents of Disneyland,"said
Fiorenza Sorotto, vice president-0f Disney
Company Italia.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

HEALTH SERVICES
HOLDS FINAL MEETING
TONIGHT AT 6 P.M.
The Health Services Administration
Student Association will hold its final
meeting of the semester at 6 p.m. in
the Student Union's Key West
Ballroom A. For more information
contact hsasaatucf@gmail.com

LOCAL &STATE, A2

DNA EVIDENCE FREES
CONVICTED KILLER
AFTER 13 YEARS IN JAIL
A33-year-old man convicted of
killing his sister-in-law walked out of .
jail Tuesday after 13 years behind
bars, as prosecutors decided that he
should not be retried because his
DNA did not match evidence found at
the crime scene.

NATION & WORLD, A4

STORM CAUSES CLOSED
ROADS, POWER OUTAGES
IN NORTHWEST

•
•
•
ii

Downed trees, mudslide-blocked
roads and wide-spread power outages
plagued the Northwest Tuesday, a day
after the second of back-to-back
storms moved out of region and left
residents with a massive cleanup.
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Second
pharmacy
to open by
Towers
KEITH SPENCER
Staff Writer

Students living in Towers,
Lake Claire and Greek Park no
longer have to trek across
campus to pick up their prescriptions.
A new pharmacy is scheduled to open in January near
the Towers as a part of the
convenience store that opened
for business Nov. 19.
"Since we are located closer to students, it will be much
more convenient for them to
pick up their prescriptions
here instead of having to go all
the way to the Health Center,"
pharmacy technician Toni
Ferrell said.
The
2,000-square-foot
facility is owned by the UCF
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ATO raises $20K in cash, toys at concert
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

The Orlando and UCF
communities raised $20,000
in cash and toys for Toys for
Tots at Alpha Tau Omega's
fundraiser, Rock the Wreath.
"Our main goal is to get
UCF involved and get as
many students as possible,''
ATO Rock the Wreath Chair
Matt Hope said. "We had an
amazing turnout."
Several hundred students
attended the annual event,
held on the lawn in front of
the ATO house on Greek
Row
Thursday
night,
despite the inclement
weather.
"We were walking over to
cancel it and it just stopped
raining," ATO President
David Young said.
Three different bands
played at the event: Mayday
Parade, who headlined, We
the Kings and There for
Tomorrow.
Many of the costs for
holding such a large event
were reduced because the
event was for charity and

COURTESY JOHNB.LEEMING

Mayday Parade plays at Rock the Wreath, Alpha Tau Omega's annual fundraiser. About $20,000 was raised for Toys for Tots this year.

corporate sponsors helped
alleviate the costs that
remained. The radio station
O-Rock 105.9 FM donated
more than $20,000 of air
time to advertise the event.
The stage and equipment
needed were rented at

reduced costs.
"That's basically how
we're able to be so successful,'' Hope said. ''Everyone is
willing to do everything at
cost and for free."
Another method of
fundraising used was a com-

petition between 10 sororities. The sororities were
awarded points based on
donations (money collected,
toys collected and ticket
sales), attendance and house
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for

the UCF community

Health Services holds final meeting
The
Health
Services
Administration Student Association will hold its final
meeting of the semester
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Student Union's Key West Ballroom A.
The group will show a film
titled Career Encounters by
the A.C.H.E. For more information
contact
hsasaatucf@gmail.com.

The Central Fforido futu!l' is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
orthe Univer5ity administration. All content is property of
the CentralHoridaFut~and may not be reprinted in part
or in Whole without permission fromthe publisher.

Collective bargaining meeting Friday

NEWSROOM

Office of the Provost and
Executive Vice President will
be holding the next collective
bargaining session Friday
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in
Room 212 of the Computer
Science Building.
The meeting will be
between the University of
Central Florida Board of
Trustees and the United Faculty of Florida. For more
information contact sandrews@mail.ucf.edu.
Mechanical, Materials &
Aerospace Engineering will
be holding an Amateur Radio
Club meeting Friday from 5:30
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Room 456A of
the Engineering Building.
The meetings help students get a license, talk
around the world, build
an,tennas and much more. For
more information contact
ssd.radio@mmae.ucf.edu.

With new DNA evidence, convicted
killer freed after 13 years in jail
JACKSONVILLE - A 33year-old man convicted of
killing his sister-in-law walked
out of jail Tuesday after 13
years behind bars, as prosecutors decided that he should
not be retried because his
DNA did not match evidence
found at the crime scene.
Wisconsin native Chad
Heins wore a Green Bay Packers shirt as he hugged his
lawyers after being freed. His
conviction was tossed this
year after a group that helps
the
wrongly
convicted
secured the DNA testing.
He had been scheduled for
a new trial this month, but it
was delayed with the release
of even more evidence that
seemed to clear him of Tina
Heins' murder in 1994.
In a brief court appearance
earlier Tuesday, Assistant
State
Attorney
Melissa
Williamson Nelson told Circuit Judge L. Page Haddock of
prosecutors' decision. Heins
was required to sign a document that he would waive a
speedy trial and the statute of
limitations if the state found
new evidence and decided to
charge him again.
The newest evidence was
semen from an unidentified
man that matched foreign
strands of hair on Tina Heins'
body. She was stabbed 27
times in the Mayport apartment she shared with Chad
Heins and her husband, Jerry
Heins. Jerry Heins was aboard
a Navy ship at the time of the
killing.
State
Attorney
Harry
Shorstein said DNA evidence
was behind the decision not to
retry the man convicted of
first-degree murder and sentenced to life in prison, but he
declined to discuss specifics.
"The State's analysis conducted thus far indicates that
the dismissal of charges
against this defendant is
appropriate at this time,"
Shorstein said in a statement.
When the state's announcement was made, two lawyers
for the group that helps the
wrongly convicted, the Innocence Project, pumped their
fists in court.
Project lawyer Jennifer
Greenberg said nine people in
Florida and 210 in the Un_ited
States have been cleared
through DNA evidence by the
Innocence Project.
Robert Link, Heins' attorney, said new technology
allowed his client to be freed
PLEASE SEE
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Student Alyssa Aviles made this surfboard trailer model for art class. For each project, the students made a display board with a digital rendering and a technical description.
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Art design students are tapping into
their inner bikers to rev up the roadhog experience.
Seminole Harley Davidson, a dealership in Sanford, has teamed up with
UCF art professor Robert Reedy to
give students professional experience
in design and marketing by creating
the concept for a recreational trailer
and an all-weather shelter for motorcycles. Each Art Design Fundamentals
student will work individually and
choose between the two products.
The shelter, formally known as the
pig pen, will give motorcyclists protection from rain, wind and sun during
trips on the highway - an alternative
to ducking under overpasses. It will be
portable and will attach directly to the
bike to shield both the driver and a
backseat passenger.
The students' trailers face competition with existing trailers, but they
hope to offer style as well as versatility
that will attract longboard surfers and
construction workers alike, allowing
them to make full use of their Harleys
during work or play.
Reedy, who has sought out concept
design agreements with local compa- ·
nies in the past, said these kinds of
projects are intended to wean his
freshmen and sophomore students off
what he calls the pet-like behavior of
the FCAT generation who do oilly
what they are told.
"This is about empowerment,"
Reedy said. "I want my students to be
anarchists; I want them to have an attitude, to be professionals, ,to push the
envelope."
He said that students come out of
the art program motivated and welladjusted, and better prepared for
the job market, something
that he believes is often
neglected in the education process.
Sofiya Mushyakhova,
a sophomore in R.eedy's
class who

High:72°
Low:S3°
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Sophomore Devon Cobb-Tappan stands in front of a classmate's model of the surfboard trailer after class on
Thursday. Cobb-Tappan is an art history major, who worked Ofl a modelof th~pjg pen.for the art class.

hopes to find a professional graphic
design job in New York, said she appreciates the real-world experience the
class has given her because it has
changed her outlook.
"Reedy's class has actually made me
stop and reconsider my choices,"
Mushyakhova said. "It's opening a lot
more doors for me and showing me
that different professions are not what
I thought they were."
Reedy said the project is "based on
the premise that education is out of
touch with reality." The merging of art
with everyday life and business is a
philosophy of practicality that Reedy
applies to his teaching methods
because, he said, the ideal of universities as a place for students to explore
themselves and their environment
does not have to be at the
expense of prac-

tical training.
UCF Vice President Dan Holsenbeck said the university fully supports
projects like Reedy's, and it is the
responsibility of the faculty to enhance
educational experiences of the students.
"It is a very tough thing to do to find
real-world opportunities for [students]
while they are in college," Holsenbeck
said.
He added that UCF's Experiential
Learning department does offer internships and workplace opportunities to
students for college credit.
If there is concern about the practicality of education at the university
level, Holsenbeck said, then the faculty
might need to examine new teaching
methods to correct it. He said the faculty determine graduation requirements and are key players in making
any changes to program curriculum.
As for the design students working
on the trailers and pig pens, Seminole Harley Davidson service
manager Tom Stokes said the
students will walk away
from the project with
hands-on
experience,
meeting a legitimate need
of consumers.
Stokes has not seen a
motorcycle trailer specifically long enough to hold
surfboards and is working
closely with the students
to help them become
familiar with the product
and identify the needs of
the consumer.
He has also offered to
hold an auction during the
next Bike Week to showcase the student's prototypes to manufacturers.
"Hell, I'd buy one if
there was one out there,"
Stokes said.

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Sunny, with a high near 72.
Calm wind becoming west southwest
between 5 and 10 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear, with a low
around 53. West wind around 5 mph.
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This display model of a pig pen was
designed by student Kristen Samuel. A
pig pen is a shelter that is used to shield
motorcyclists from rain, wind and sun.
Seminole Harley Davidson, a dealership
in Sanford, has teamed up with UCF art professor
Robert Reedy to give students professional
experience in design and marketing.
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
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are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

A2

PENNY JACKSON
Contributing Writer

Pennsylvania attorney sues
date-dissing Web site again
MIAMI - A Pittsburgh
attorney has revived his lawsuit against a date-dissing
Web site where po~tings, he
says, falsely claimed he was
unfaithful and had sexually
transmitted diseases.
Todd Hollis sued DontDateHimGirl.com and its
creator in Miami federal
court. A Pennsylvania judge
tossed Hollis' lawsuit in
April over a jurisdiction
question.
The lawsuit claims Tasha
Cunningham of Pinecrest
conspired with the site's
female users to defame Hollis and other men. Hollis
wants more than $75,000 in
damages.
Cunningham says her
Web . site's mission is "to
empower women with the
information and connections that help them make
better life decisions." She
refused to answer questions
about the lawsuit.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Most bowl-bound football teams
meet NCAA's academic standards
Nearly three of every four
football teams invited to play
in bowl games this season
met the NCAA'.s academicprogress requirements, a
marked improvement over
the past two years, according
to an annual report released
on Monday by the Institute
for Diversity and Ethics in
Sport at the University of
Central Florida.
The report, "Keeping
Score When It Counts:
Assessing the 2007-8 BowlBound College Football
Teams," said that 73 percent
of the 64 bowl-bound teams
were keeping their players
on track to graduate within
six years. Last year, 64 percent of the teams were meeting the NCAA'.s academicprogress standards; in 2005,
just 60 percent were measuring up.
Howto GtaduateYour.Athletes
What gives?
A few years ago, the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association toughened its
academic-progress
standards. Teams that do not
meet the requirements risk
losing scholarships and
postseason playing opportunities.
To avoid penalties, many
programs have started
spending more money on
academic support for players, putting millions of dollars into new academic-support centers for athletes and
adding academic advisers to
meet more regularly with
players.
Richard E. Lapchick, the
institute's director and the
report's
main
author,
believes the threat of punishment has helped raise the
academic-progress rates of
many teams.

Wmners and Losers
Not all of the news was so
rosy. The report also looked
at players' graduation rates,
and it found a significant
gap in the graduation rates
of black and white players.
More than 40 percent of
bowl-bound teams failed to
graduate half of their
African-American players
within six years, the report
said.
Only one team, Florida
Atlantic University, did not
graduate at least half of its
white players in that time.

- CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EOUCATIQ.:;l

Arts take the spotlight
Event showcases
various talents

and he did not blame the
state for convicting an innocent man and fighting his
release until Tuesday.
"The state wanted to
make sure that the person
convicted of this horrible
murder was not responsible," Link said.
"Chad is going back to
live in Wisconsin with his
family and live his life
again," Link said.

ROB FINCH/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Chris Wilks walks through the flooded U.S. 101 Monday in Tillamook, Ore. Astorm
battered the Northwest, blocking roads and causing flooding and power outages.

Storm causes closed roads,
power outages in Northwest

U.S. leaders worried al-Qaida
may be increasing activity

PORTLAND, Ore. Downed trees, mudslideblocked roads and widespread power outages
plagued the Northwest
Tuesday, a day after the second of back-to-back storms
moved out of region and left
residents with a massive
cleanup.
The storm that hit Monday.smacked the region with
hurricane-force winds and
several inches of rain, and
was blamed for four deaths
in Oregon and Washington
state. It came only a day after
another severe system
moved through Sunday.
By Tuesday, the second
system had moved on to the
Upper Midwest, where it
was predicted to bring a few
inches of snow.
The governors of Washington and Oregon declared
states of emergency, which
could speed relief efforts in
flood-hit areas. The National
Weather Service said 3 to 6
inches of rain had fallen
across much of western
Washington. The 24-hour
rain total for Bremerton,
Wash. was 10.78 inches.
More than 100 people had
to be rescued from flooded
areas by Coast Guard helicopters. Mudslides and
floods blocked roads, and
Interstate 5, the principal
north-south route along the
West Coast, was closed near
Centralia because of about 3
feet of water over the road
Many schools and government offices were closed for
a second day.

KABUL, Afghanistan Defense Secretary Robert
Gates plans to talk with
NATO military leaders
about increasing levels of
violence in · Afghanistan
amid concerns by U.S.
defense official that the reason may be an escalation of
al-Qaida activity.
On his third trip to
Afghanistan, Gates said he
has not yet seen data on any
uptick in al-Qaida activity,
but increasing levels of violence in the country are
clear and that he plans to
talk about it with other
defense leaders from NATO
nations
operating
in
Afghanistan.
Gates was expected to
meet with key country leaders, including a Tuesday
visit with President Hamid
Karzai, as well as talk to
commanders about conditions across the provinces.
As if to underscore the
concern, a suicide car
bomber targeted a NATO
convoy in Kabul on Tuesday
not long after Gates had
passed along the same road,
which had been closed to
other traffic while Gates was
traveling on it. NATO said 22
civilians who were near the
blast were wounded

U.S. officials say Iran nuclear
weapons stopped in 2003
WASHINGTON A
new U.S. intelligence report
concludes that Iran's nuclear
weapons development program has been halted since
the fall of 2003 because of
international pressure - a
stark contrast to the conclusions U.S. spy agencies drew
just two years ago.
The finding is part of a
National Intelligence Estimate on Iran that also cautions that Tehran continues
to enrich uranium and still
could develop a bomb
between 2010 and 2015 if it
decided to do so.
The conclusion that
Iran's weapons program was
still frozen, through at least
mid-2007, represents a sharp
turnaround from the previous intelligence assessment
in 2005. Then, U.S. intelligence agencies believed
Tehran was determined to
develop a nuclear weapons
capability and was continuing its weapons development program. The new
report concludes that Iran's
decisions are rational and
pragmatic, and that Tehran
is more susceptible to diplomatic and financial pressure
than previously thought.
"Tehran's decision to halt
its nuclear weapons program suggests it is less
determined to develop
nuclear weapons than we
have been judging since
2005," says the unclassifio::...i
summary of the secret
report.
,
The findings come at a
time of escalating tensions
between the United States
and Iran, which President
Bush has labeled part of an
"axis of evil," along with Iraq
and North Korea At an Oct.
17 news conference, Bush
said, "If you're interested in
avoiding World War III, it
seems like you ought to be
interested in preventing
them (Iran) from having the
knowledge necessary to
make a nuclear weapon."

Audience members sat
back and enjoyed the loungelike ambiance of the Spotlight
Arts event on Wednesday
night.
Dozens of UCF students
filled the Student Union's Key
West Ballroom to participate
in the event that was put on by
Project Spotlight, a UCF Theatre organization, that gives
students the opportunity to
showcase their performance
and visual talents.
Sophomore theatre major
Nathaniel Beaver, Project
Spotlight's secretary, said the
organization was pleased
with the turnout.
"We had a good mix of the
arts," Beaver said "That was
one of our ideas - to make
sure all of the arts were here:
dancing, singing, monologues in the form of standup tonight, and we have
music and the artwork as
well."
Junior theatre studies
major Sharon Wmter said she
was excited to share her
graphic art with others
because she doesn't get many
chances to do so. Winter
manipulates
photographs
using programs like Photoshop, but the spectrum of
graphic art is wide.
"I want to [share it] but
there's nowhere around here
[neither in Orlando nor at
UCF] to do it," Wmter said

One of Project Spotlight's
goals is to provide students
with a comfortable environment so they can express
themselves artistically.
While the artists displayed
their work on either side of
the room, the performers took
their turns gracing the stage.
Marc Lingle. a sophomore
English major, sang "The
Piano Man" by Billy Joel while
playing, the piano and harmonica simultaneously.
"It's an excellent opportunity and I'm glad that they're
not just getting the art out
there but are so welcoming of
everybody,'' Lingle said.
Lingle plans to become
more invelveq with Project
Spotlight at UCF next year.
"I'm glad that I got the
chance to perform and that
this chance exists for everyone," Lingle said.
Other students who took
advantage of the opportunity
agreed.
Senior
radio-television
major Kim Valentine played
guitar and accompanied Jessi
Grossman. Valentine also performed two solo songs, one of
which she wrote herself.
The self-taught songstress
and musician quieted the
audience with her powerful
voice as she played her
turquoise electric guitar and
sang.
"I hope that people
enjoyed the lyrics of the song
I wrote." Valentine said
Sophomore theatre studies
major Chris Metz is in the
band Cavale. The eclectically
comprised group plays power
pop music.
"It's pop-influenced rock

that can hopefully appeal to a
wider audience than people
who just listen to rock music,"
Metz said.
The group has been performing together for six
months.
"I appreciate that we have
this venue and that people
showed up,'' Metz said. "It's
our first gig in a while and
hopefully a string of many yet
to come."
Members of Project Spotlight hoped students who are
unfamiliar with performing
arts learned something from
this event.
"Even though people think
theater is just about a bunch
of people clowning around on
stage with goofy accents,
that's not what theater is,"
Beaver said. "It's about putting yourself out there, presenting yourself and being
really creative."
All of the artists encourage
others to attend Spotlight
Arts next semester, whether
they come to perform or support other students.
"These are the artists of
the future," Winter said.
"These artists are going to
take over the world when
they grow up. You hear amazing singers and entertainers,
graphic designers, actors and
great bands. And in five or six
years, these people are going
to be famous."
Project Spotlight hopes to
make Spotlight Arts a biannual event like their One Act
Festival · which allows students to produce, direct and
perform in their own shows.
The upcoming One Act Festival will be held next April.
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Teacher back after being
pardoned in Islam insult case
LIVERPOOL, England A group of Muslims brought
flowers for a British teacher
returning here Tuesday
from Sudan, saying it was
"outrageous" that she had
been jailed for insulting
Islam after allowing her students to name a teddy bear
Muhammad.
Gillian Gibbons was due
back in Liverpool after being
pardoned, ending a case that
set off an international outcry and angered many moderate Muslims.
After traveling through
the night from Sudan, Gibbons told reporters at London's Heathrow Airport that
she was stunned by the swift
turn of events and her eight
days in jail.
At her son's Liverpool
home, members of the
Islamic Society of Britain
brought a bouquet with the
message: "Welcome back,
Gillian.!'
Gibbons, 54, was freed
Monday after two Muslim
members of Britain's House
of Lords met with Sudanese
President Omar al-Bashir.
The teacher sent the president a statement saying she
did not mean any offense.
Gibbons expressed sorrow at leaving Sudan, and
said that until she was jailed,
she had had only good experiences.
Her son, John, and daughter, Jessica, went to Heathrow
from their homes in Liverpool, a port city in northwest
England
Al-Bashir insisted Gibbons had a fair trial, in which
she was convicted of insulting Islam's Prophet Muham- ,
mad and sentenced to 15 days
in prison, but the president
agreed to pardon her during
the meeting with the British
delegation, said Ghazi Saladdin, a senior presidential
adviser. Gibbons said she
learned of the intense media
coverage of the story on her
second day in prison.
Children and staff at Liverpool's Garston Church of
England Primary School,
where Gibbons taught for 12
years until 2000, had been
praying for her safe return.
Widdowson said the children had been puzzled by
the media attention.
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Pharmacy Technician Toinette Ferrell stocks the shelves at the newly opened convenience store, located in the shops near the Towers.

•

State keeps prices lower
FROM

Al

Health Center, which funded
the construction of the
$200,000 space from its yearly
budget, which comprises student health fees and revenues
generated from services, such
as X-rays and student immunizations.
"It'll be nice to have a shopping center here on campus
where I can pick up groceries
and have my prescriptions
filled," freshman biotechnology major Chris Potter said. .
The convenience store is
open Monday through Friday
from 9 am. to 5:30 p.m.
"Because of the parking situation on campus, it is µiconvenient to have to go off campus to do these things," Potter
said "The store has good business hours, but I wish they
were open 24 hours."
Construction on the pharmacy began in late July and
was recently completed.
However, it isn't open yet
because the pharmacy department is going through the
process of completing the
necessary
paperwork
required by the Drug Enforcement Agency in order to sell
prescription drugs.
Once this paperwork and
the necessary inspections are
complete, the Health Center
will be able to expand its pharmaceutical services to this
new area of campus.
"Having two pharmacy
locations on campus is very
convenient," said Pharmacy
Associate ~irector and Clini-

cal assistant professor Sheryl
Gamble. "We can serve students in Greek Park, in Pegasus Landing and in Lake
Claire [in addition to those
located near the Health Center]."
Gamble said she is excited
about the growth of the pharmacy.
"The growth has been
huge," Gamble said. ''When I
arrived here in '95, the pharmacy filled about 75 prescriptions per day. Now we are
averaging 300 prescriptions
per day."
Gamble started as a relief
pharmacist, a position she
held for six months before
being hired in March 1996. In
her 12 years at UCF, she has
seen the pharmacy transition
from its former location, what
is now the Counseling Center,
to its current location in the
new Student Health Services
building two years ago, and
now its expansion to the Tow'ers plaza.
The pharmacy department, a part of the UCF
Health Center, will run the
convenience store and pharmacy.
Since it is a state facility, the
pharmacy has contracts with
the state in an effort to keep
the price of prescription medication cheaper than what
national pharmaceutical companies, such as Walgreens and
CVS Pharmacy, charge for
prescription drugs.
The pharmacy near the
Towers will attempt to meet
the drug prescri tion needs of

every student. However, if for
some reason they can't fill a
specific order, they will order
it for the &tudent, Gamble
said.
In addition to this, for
those students who need
medication but can't afford it,
the pharmacy department
will contact the students'
physician and try to find
cheaper products. Also,
through the Patient Assistant
Program, a pharmacist will
assist a needy student in filling out paperwork so that he
or she can receive free medication, Gamble said.
Once the pharmacy near
the Towers opens in January,
there will be a licensed pharmacist in the store to handle
all prescription drug requests
and disbursements.
As of now, the Health Center pharmacy and convenience store employs students
to handle over-the-counter
drug transactions. Interns in
the pharmacy department
study at the College of Pharmacy prior to working at UCF,
most of whom are from the
University of Florida, Gamble
said.
Gamble ffads extreme
pride in the successes and
continual progression of the
UCF Health Center and pharmacy department.
"[The pharmacy] is a service for the UCF community
overall," Gamble said. "We
don't receive any bonuses for
filling prescriptions like other
companies do. We are here to
assist stude11ts."
~
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Stripping can
trap women
FROM Al

~

~)

ing, a real confidence boost."
Westbrook started working
at a club where bikini-like
attire is worn, but eventually
figured out that an all-nude
club was where the money
was. She then decided to travel
outside of Orlando restrictions
and make her living in Tampa,
where the restrictions on nudity do not apply.
Julie tries to always remember that her state of mind
makes all the difference. As she
whips her hair around, every
inch of her body shakes; she
smiles at the man smiling back
at her as she reaches for the $10
bill in his hand
''If you're not into it, you're
not going to make money,''
Julie said
Putting on an act goes along
with the job; the better the act,
the better the money.
"You have to be two steps
ahead of a customer and show
that you're really confident, or
else people will see right
through you," Westbrook said
A 20-year-old UCF student,
who dances under the name
''Ivy," agrees that confidence is
important when performing,
but says her work is more
about·fun than fantasy.
Ivy has been a dancer for
about seven months now and
saidshethinksshediffersfrom
most strippers because she
works at a lesbian club, dancing for women.
"I dance on the catwalk surrounded by a predominately
female and lesbian audience,''
Ivy said, "removing parts ofmy
costume in burlesque/cabaret
striptease. The audience hands
me tips or puts the money in
parts of my costume, and I
tease, dance and flirt until the
end of a song. I end up in
pasties, hot shorts, fishnets and
boots."
No matter what kind of
dancing is done, there can be
downsides to the lifestyle.
Westbrook, who is now
investing in real estate, said
even though she liked the
money, she doesn't miss it.
"There's more to life than
having cash in your pocket,"
she said "It consumes your life;.
everything is about money.
You forget what is really
important. You lose a lot of
friends, because you end up
lying about your lifestyle."
Lauren Dudley, a 20-yearold UCF student, also said she
doesn't like lying about her
lifestyle. Her mother does not
know what she does, and
although her friends and father
know; they are not happy about
it.
"My father says it is a bad
environment to be working in,''
Dudley said ''.And my friends
say rm better than that."

Although Dudley agrees
with her father about the work
environment, she continues
cashing in on the fantasy.
There are things about the job
that can benefit her academic
career as well.
'Working at the club fits
into my hectic school schedule. I can work on the weekends and sometimes during
the week, whenever I have
time, and still make enough
money," Dudley said
Julie also appreciates the
flexibility of the schedule.
''You pick the schedule you
want," she said "It's not like a
regular job where if you don't
show up you'll get fired I just
show up whenever I need
money."
Although Julie likes the easy
money, she also worries about
her family finding out.
"I come from a really strong
Catholic background and if my
family ever found out they
would be very disappointed,"
Julie said "In their eyes I am
doing something wrong, but in
my eyes, rm not, because rm
not having sex with men or
going home with them. rm just
getting money from them, and
rm just dancing."
She said her family finding
out will not be a worry for
much longer, because plans to
quit stripping and focus on
school
She has decided that
achieving her goal as a
teacher is more important.
''It's not like rll be doing
this forever. rm not one of
those girls who get stuck
and end up doing this for life.
rm thinking about my future
and my goals,'' Julie said
Many women are not as
lucky as Julie; they don't plan
for the day when their bodies
will not let them live up to the
fantasy they once did
'Mer all, a stripper can be
washed up at the age of 30,''
according to an Orlando Sentinel article titled "Occupation:
Topless Dancer- Big Money
Lures Young Women into
Stripping for a Living, But in
the Long Run, Many Find
Themselves 'frapped"
·~ lot of girls just keep dancing without realizing the day is
going to come when they get
old and no one's going to want
to pay them;' Julie said
Westbrook said the most
she ever made in one night was
around $1,300. But she has also
come home with nothing.
''You have to tip out a lot of
. people: the make-up artist, the
dee jay, the bouncers. A lot of
people are getting the money
you just earned," Julie said
But when it is a good night
the money can be addicting.
"You get used to having
cash and affording the things
you want. You know how easy

"Ivy," a UCF student and
dancer for less than a year,
chats on her cell phone
before her performance at
Cold Keg, a gay/lesbian
nightclub in Melbourne. "I
dance on the catwalk
surrounded by a
predominately female and
lesbian audience,
removing parts of my

costume in
burlesque/cabaret
striptease," she said.

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

it is to go to work and leave
with a pocket full of money in
just a few hours,'' Westbrook
said
The pay depends on the
crowd, the disc jockey playing
the right music and just being
in the right state of mind
Ivy said she believes there is
a big difference between
straight and gay clubs.
"Because we perform for
lesbians, they have not been
socialized to think that if I am
taking off my clothes, I want to
have sex with them. They
appreciate my fit body, but also
the way I dance, my persona,
my personality off-stage and
my energy on,'' Ivy said
Although she gets more
respect from customers, she
doesn't get paid as much as a
straight club.
.
"I make between $100 to
$200 a night, usually. It is not as
much as a dancer who dances
for men, but our shows are also
not geared toward just getting
money," Ivy said

Although it is not a longterm goal, for most women,
stripping can have long-term
effects.
Westbrook
said
she
would not recommend strip-

ping to anyone.
"It makes you lose reality,
she said "In the end I ended
up feeling like an object. All
people cared about was my
body."

Getting paid to be a fantasy
can take a toll on a person or a
student, but Julie kn.ows this, as
she steps onto the stage to
dance her way into to the wallets of men one more time.
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Jazz studies program jazzes up faculty, curriculum
ZAILEEN ROACH
StaffWriter

'This fall, UCF began its first
bachelor's degree program in
Jazz Studies to meet a need that
had been previously left unmet,
Director of Jazz Studies Jeff
Rupert said
Rupert has recruited new
faculty members and designed
a curriculum he hopes will
attract new students to the university and put the music
department on the map with
other schools in the state.
''I told the chair and the higher-ups that it's not like we live in
some small town," Rupert said
"It's like if we were in the ski
business. We'd have the fifth or
sixth largest mountain in the
country with a fresh foot of
powder."
The advantage is the city,
Rupert said. There are many
universities in Florida, such as
Florida State University and
University of Florida, that he
said have established renown
music programs, but offer little
performance opportunity.
Orlando's music community
provides students with the
opportunity to apply their studies to real-world experiences;
experiences that Johnny Pherigo, chair of the Department of
Music, said are crucial to success in the music industry.
"It's not enough in this profession to be able to play your
instrument very well," Pherigo
said. "You have be able to do
that, but the world isn't going to
come knocking your door
down to get to you. You have to
go out there, you have to promote yourself, you have to
know how to get work, get gigs,
contracts."
There are nine students officially enrolled in UCFs under-

graduate program, compared
with 12 at USF and 33 at FSUs
jazz and contemporary media
program. Rupert is hoping to
see UCF's program numbers
rise to an ideal 40 or 50 students.
Pherigo said the new bachelor's 'J)rogram also requires
music business courses to show
students how to promote themselves and protect themselves
in the dog-eat-dog world of the
recording industry, a world that
Rupert and his faculty are
accustomed to.
Rupert, a tenor saxophonist,
has performed alongside big
names like Sam Rivers, Mel
Torme and Maynard Ferguson
Marty Morell, a percussion
instructor, played in the Bill
Evans Trio for seven years and
has recently launched his own
CD publishing company.
Bobby Koelble, a jazz guitar
instructor, plays with his rock
band, Junkierush, at venues
around town
Jazz bass instructor Richard
Drexler is often on the road
with the Jeff Berlin Trio and has
played in studios and accompanied singers like Tony Bennett
and Frankie Laine.
James Brannock, 20, who has
not been accepted into the program yet, stood outside of his
jazz workshop class led by Per
Danielsson, the composer,
arranger and new assistant professor of jazz piano. Brannock,
who often plays saxophone for
weddings and other small gigs
around town, said the faculty
offers everything students need
to succeed
"It seems like they just know
something that others don't,"
Brannock said
Piano player Alex Bornstein
said the program will attract a
high caliber of musicians to
UCF right out ofhigh school

l
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Music
senior
Daniel
Shearouse worries that the poor
conditions of current facilities
might deter high school students from enrolling, but
Danielsson disagrees.
"Having a great facility is a
big plus," Danielsson said, "but a
school is a teacher and the students."
Trumpet professor John
Almeida is excited about the
quality of education UCF's faculty has to offer.
"The other jazz programs in
the state of Florida better watch
out," Almeida said. "There's a
new and very hip kid on the
block"
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Top: During Per Danielsson's jazz workshop class, students, (from left) saxophonist Robert Crowell, saxophonist James Brannock and
trumpeter Matt McCarthy practice playing instruments in small groups. Bottom: McCarthy writes notes on his sheet music while they play.
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Female suicide bomber dies in Pakistani attack
RIAZKHAN
Associated Press

.,

PESHAWAR, Pakistan A female suicide bomber,
apparently aiming to attack a
military post, blew herself up
Tuesday near a Christian
school, officials said, in what
was believed to be Pakistan's
first known case of a suicide
attack by a woman.
Police officer Ashraf Khan
said the woman was walking
near a Christian missionary
school and a military checkpoint in the northwestern city
of Peshawar when explosives
strapped to her body went off,

killing her instantly. There
were no other casualties.
Interior
Ministry
spokesman Javed
Iqbal
Cheema said the female
bomber - wearing a burqa,
the all-covering traditional
dress - tried to approach the
military post but was stopped
by troops and then blew herself up.
"I think this has been the
first suicide bombing by a
woman," he told a weekly
news conference at the ministry in the capital, Islamabad
Peshawar police chief Tanveerul Haq Sipra told
reporters at the scene that an

initial examination of the
woman's remains indicated
she may have been in her 30s.
Dozens of police and soldiers sealed off the area,
which was scattered with
blood and body parts.
Pakistan has been hit by a
rash of suicide bombings in
recent months, but this was
the first known case of a
woman carrying one out.
In October, authorities initially said a suicide attack that
killed 14 other people in
Bannu was carried out by a
woman. They later reported
the bomber was a man wearing a burqa.

On Nov.' 24, two suicide
bombers hit a bus carrying
intelligence agency employees
and a checkpoint near the
headquarters of Pakistan's
army, killing at least 16 people.
Meanwhile, in Quetta, capital of the southwestern
province of Baluchistan,
assailants on a motorcycle
opened fire at a roadside security post jointly staffed by
police and paramilitary troops,
killing one soldier and wounding a policeman, an official
said
The attackers fled and no
one claimed responsibility for
the shooting. Rehmatullah

Niazi. a senior police officer in
the city, blamed rebel tribesmen.
Authorities say armed
tribesmen have been attacking
the government in a violent
campaign to press demands
for greater autonomy and control over resources such as natural gas extracted in Baluchistan.
Cheema, the interior ministry spokesman, said security
forces have arrested a man in
connection with a bomb explosion that killed six students
Monday at an Islamic school in
Baluchistan. He did not disclose the suspect's identity or

MOHAMMAD ZUBAIR /ASSOCIATED PRESS

Investigators examine the site of a suicide
bombing near a military post in Peshawar.

apparent motive.
Associated Press writers
Zarar Khan in Islamabad and
Sattar Khan in Quetta contributed to.this report.

Positions will be paid in the form of a
12-credit-hour scholarship. Applicants with experience and
personal references preferred. Applicants must be
available Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays with a
minimal class load those days.
COURTESY JOHN B. LEEMING

The Alpha Tau Omega house at UCF was decked out with lights for Rock the Wreath. Three bands played at Thursday nighfs fundraiser.

Event gets bigger every year
FROM
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decorations.
The winning sorority 'was
Alpha Xi Delta, who donated
about $3,000 in toys and
donations.
"Our girls tried as hard as
we could," said Brooke
Wright, co-chair of Rock the
Wreath for Alpha Xi Delta.
"It brought our sorority
together as a whole."
The organization is especially meaningful to Alpha Xi
Delta because one of their
members is currently serving
in the Marines.
Alpha Xi Delta will be
rewarded by ATO in the
spring by participating in a
week of socials with them.
Rock the Wreath was the
biggest event for Toys for
Tots in the state of Florida for
the second year in a row.
"Toys for Tots is something our fraternity has
been doing the past four
years," Hope said. "It's
something that is close to
everyone's heart and it's for

our nation's children."
of the event.
Each year the event has
"We've just had a knack for
attracted more and more stu- getting bands on the verge of
dents.
being big," Young said.
"Every year it's just blown
Two years ago, Gym Class
up more than we thought it Heroes played at Rock the
would," Young said.
Wreath.
Toys for Tots, which is run
by the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve, collects toys and
donations from around the
nation and gives them to children who otherwise wouldn't get any toys for Christmas. The toys are put in a big
warehouse and families are
allowed to "shop" for a certain amount of toys.
Tickets were sold ·in
advance for $7 on www.rockthewreath.com or students
could purchase a ticket at the
event for $10.
"Last year the Greeks
were involved, this year UCF
was involved and next year
we hope to get Orlando
involved," Young said.
The fraternity hopes to
attract national attention for
the event and attract bands
that are popular at the time

,

Pegasus Landing
stepping up security
FROM

A1

ups last week, the victim positively identified both of the
suspects as the men who
robbed him.
Pegasus Landing officials
already meet regularly with
UCFPD, and they are also
working to increase security
in the complex. UCFPD has
jurisdiction over Pegasus
Landing and Pegasus Pointe,
both affiliated-housing complexes.
Plans to fully gate the community are under way, with
niore than 90 percent of the
fencing complete at Pegasus
Landing, said Kathy Grim,
director of communication
for a division of College Park,
before the recent robbery.
Prior to this robbery, the
hours and amount of courtesy
officers was increased
Hopes are for Pegasus
Landing to have 24-hour con-

trol access where residents
will be required to have proper I.D. before entering the
facility, Grim said.
The investigation into the
recent robbery is still ongoing, according to Roop.
The first suspect is a man,
about 6 feet tall, with a thin
build and short hair.
The other suspect is
described as a 6-foot-3-inch
man with a muscular build
and a tattoo on his right arm.
He wore blue jean shorts with
a gray shirt at the time of the
robbery and drove a gray
Dodge Charger with 20-inch
rims.
Anyone with information
about the suspects is asked to
call UCFPD at 407-823-5555 or
notify CrimeLine anonymously at 800-423-TIPS (8477).
Information on the suspects could be rewarded with
up to $1,000, according to the
e-mail.
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Knights improve by four wins from 2006 but fail to win in Conference USA
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

NEW ENGLAND BEATS RAVENS,
REMAIN UNDEFEATED
BALTIMORE - The New England
Patriots weren't kidding that they aren't
perfect, no matter what their record
through 12 games shows.
They looked mighty vulnerable
Monday night, needing a late
touchdown drive and some penalties
that both sides complained about to
beat the Baltimore Ravens27-24
Monday night.
New England pulled offits great
escape to become the sixth team in
NFL history to start a season with 12
victories. For the second straight week,
it was a struggle against a losing team,
but the incredibly resourceful Patriots
gotTom Brady's 8-yard touchdown
pass to Jabar Gaffney with 44 seconds
left to win it.
The winning drive in the final
minutes covered 73 yards and required
two fourth-down conversions, one on a
defensive holding penalty six seconds
before Gaffney beat Dawan Landry in
the left comer ofthe end zone.

The UCF Volleyball team
had three members quit this
season, including nine-year
head coach, Meg Colado.
That's three more than the
team's number of conference
wins. So you can imagine how
this past season went as the
Knights followed up a year in
which the team went 5-24 and
won only one Conference
USA match in the 2006 season. Here is a recap ofthe 2007
season:

•

•

Fresh start

The Knights entered the
season with seven freshmen
and two seniors on their roster, as well as the hope that
comes along with a new season. UCF opened the season 25 after winning one match
each in the Georgia State Invitational and the Colorado Invitational.
After playing their first
seven matches on the road, the
Knights opened their home
schedule in the UCF Invitational from Sept. 6-8 at the Old
UCF Arena
Home seemed to be just the
right remedy for the Knights
as they swept their own tournament against North Florida,
Florida Atlantic, Central
Michigan and Montana State.
That improved the Knights'
record to 6-5. The sixth win, on
Sept. 8, eclipsed the win total
from last season.
"I think a big difference is
that last year we used to let
points go and get our heads
down, and they would · keep
winning,'' junior Stephanie
Serna said after the tournament. "This year, we have a
whole different group of girls
that won't let that happen, and
it's great."
TAMPA BAY RAYS TRADE
The four-match winning
DUKES TO WASHINGTON
·streak was the team's longest
NASHVILLE,Tenn. - The Tampa Bay since 2003, which was the last
Rays traded another troubled outfielder time UCF went to the NCAA
Monday,sending Elijah Dukes to the
Tournament.
Washington Nationals for minor league
UCF carried that success
pitcher Glenn Gibson.
into the USF Best Western
Due in part to other players being
Invitational, in which it won
injured, Dukes began this season as
two of three matches. The
Tampa Bay's starting center fielder.The
Knights improved to 8-6 as
rookie batted .190with 10 home runs
they entered C-USA play.
and 21 RBI in 52 games.
"I had a lot of confidence in
He was optioned to the minors on
my team about how we really
June 22 and placed on the temporary
fought the entire time," midinactive list after he was accused of
dleback Kerry Brown said.
violating a protective court order his
"We were down a couple of
estranged wife obtained after she said
times in those matches in that
the 23-year-old Dukes threatened her
tournament, and we fought
and the couple's children.
back, so it was a great feeling
"We have a plan in place for him,"
at the end of the day knowing
Nationals General Manager Jim
Bowden said."His book hasn't been
written yet.Just the first two chapters.
The rest of the book has a chance to be
special."
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JENNY
HEPPERT

This season:

This season:

Brueggemeyer led
the Knights with 928
assists this year. She
also added 30 service
aces and 159 digs in
2007.

Heppert played in
the most games for
UCF this season, 115,
and was second on
the team with 249
kills.

we worked hard and it paid
off."

Turning point
One week later, the Knights

This season:

· Sema's .205 hitting
percentage and 360
points were both
second for the
Knights.She also had
77 digs.

began conference play when
they traveled to Hagerty High
School to take on Houston.
The Knights were swept 3-0 in
arguably their worst loss of the

season. The match was followed by a 30-minute post
game press conference after
which players came out of the
locker room in tears.
"That game was not what
we were expecting it to be,"
Brown said. "I think some people excelled during that game,
but a lot of other people crumbled, and I think it was obviously a pretty good foreshadowing of what was going to
happen the rest of the season.
The Knights were swept in
their next five matches. One of
those five sweeps was against
the East Carolina Pirates on
Sept. 29 in the first athletic
event held at the New UCF
Arena.
The Knights won their first
first match in seven tries when
they swept The Citadel 3-0 on
Oct. 9. It was the team's only
win at the New UCF Arena.
The Knights followed that

match with ll consecutive
losses to end the season with
an overall record of 9-23 and 016 in C-USA
"It is tough [to lose], especially with the talent we had,"
outside hitter Erin Campbell
said. "For a while, the losses
keep· racking up and racking
up, and you have that. fear [of
losing] instead of saying 'we
are going to win this game.'
''Volleyball is a very mental
game, and it is a hard thing to
change when you become
accustomed to something. I
have never really become
accustomed to losing, and I
don't think anyone on this
team really has, but it became
very routine."

•

Rock bottom '
For two consecutive ye¥s,
the Knights have been in the
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON A9

•

Women's hoops gets
swept up by 'Canes

TALLAHASSEE -William Hayes is
moving.from athletics director at North
Carolina Central to the same position at
RoridaA&M.
The hiring of Hayes,a 1965 North
Carolina Central graduate and native of
Durham, N.C., will be effective Jan.2,
Florida A&M said Tuesday.
Hayes is getting a three-year contract
worth $175,000 annually,offidals said.
He will replace Nelson Townsend, who
resigned last month when Florida A&M
fired its entire football staff.
Hayes was hired at North Carolina
Central in 2003 by then-chancellor
James Ammons, now president of
RoridaA&M.
Hayes also has been a head football
coach, winning 195 games and six
conference championships in his career
at Winston-Salem State and North
CarolinaA&T.

RYAN BASS
StaffWriter

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

STEPHANIE
SERNA

BLAIRE
BRUEGGEMEYER

FLORIDA A&M NABS NEW
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR

•
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Sophomore Erin Campbell goes for a kill against SMU during the Knights' 3-1 loss to the Mustangs on Oct. 14. The Knights were 0-16 in Conference USA play in 2007 and were victorious in
just six of 48 conference games. Over the past two seasons, the Knights are 1-31 in conference play. Campbell was one of the team's few bright spots in 2007, leading UCF in kills and digs.

Guard D'Nay Daniels dribbles past a Texas Tech defender during the Knights' 72-57 loss Nov. 9.
Daniels led the Knights with 15 points during UCF's 64-56 loss to Miami on Sunday.

After winning four of its
past five games, the UCF
Women's Basketball team (44) was riding high as they hit
the road to face its toughest
opponent yet in Miami (4-3).
Although they made a late
rally, the Knights found out
they still had a lot of things to
learn, falling to the Hurricanes
64-56 in Coral Gables.
Guard D'Nay Daniels
recorded her third consecutive double-digit point total
with 15 points in 18 minutes of
play. Guards Marshay White
and Jelisa Caldwell each added
11 points for the Knights, who
shot 30.5 percent for the game.
"She was just very aggres-

sive," head coach Joi Williams
said of Daniels. "That's the
thing about [Daniels]. She did
a great job of attacking the basket today, and again got her
energy from the defensive end
and offensively, just attacked.
When [Daniels] plays aggressive, that's a good thing for us."
After trailing 30-22 at the
half, Daniels came out strong
after the break, scoring the
first seven UCF points to pull
the team to within three at 3229 with 17:12 remaining.
Miami scored five unanswered points to extend the
lead to 37-29, but the Knights
battled back, getting to within
four at 45-41 off two Daniels
free throws. The Hurricanes
reeled off another run, this
time with six unanswered

points, to extend the lead to 10
at 51-41.
Led by White, the Knights
battled back again and went on
a 12-2 run to tie the score 'at 5353, the only tie of the game.
UCF went scoreless for the
next 4:10 and Miami finished
off the Knights with an 11-3 run
to seal the victory.
'We tied it up, and then we
had a couple of bad breaks,'' ·
Williams said about her team's
drought at the end of the game.
'We got a couple of foul calls,
and it kind of took our
momentum away, but again I
am just real proud of how we
rallied back and fought for the
whole time. We learned a lot
of valuable lessons today, so I
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A10
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Knights hope '07 experience
leads to improvement in '08

•

becoming the seveni:4 Knight
with 1,000 career kills.
"Schanell was a key player,
and losing her was a big
issue," Campbell said. "I just
think we have had a lot of bad
karma with injuries. We have
to work toward that even if
one player goes down that we
have to be able to compensate for it."
· '
;

.r•
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Former UCF head coach Meg Colado, who coached her ninth season this year, resigned ·
after the Knights went winless in Conference USA and went 1-15 in conference last year.
FROM
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cellar in C-USA On the positive $ide, the Knights lose
only two upperclassman in
Schanell Neiderworder and
Cassie Ramaekers.
Neiderworder, who was
the only player left from the

2003 NCAA tournament
team, finished her collegiate
career ranked 10th on UCF's
all-time list in kills with 860.
But Neiderworder, who
suffered an abdominal strain
during the Colorado Invitational, was injured for most of
the season and fell short of

Next, please
The Knights do show
promise with four of their top .
five leaders in kills, and five
of their top six leaders in digs
returning for next season.
At many times during the
season, UCF featured lineups
of all underclassmen and
even all freshmen on the
court at the same time.
In 2008, the Knights will
feature a roster full of experience and veteran leaqlership
in Campbell, Serna, ' Brown
and junior Jenny Heppert.
.With a new coach and a
chance at redemption, the
Knights will be looking to
transform their talented roster into a winning one as well.
"I think that returning the
rest of the girls is going to be
a great thing for us," Brown
said. "We know how each
other _play now, and we
understand each other.
"The freshmen have
learned a lot from this season,
and we have grown together
q11d are going to keep on
growing as a team. We can
only go up from here and

SMALL GROUPS SUN 9:15AM & 8:08PM

BREAKFAST t.·1:00 THE PIS1'RICT

WORSHIP SERVICES SUN 10:45AM

everyone is going to work
very hard during the spring
to make sure we can come
back in the fall."

GREAT

p

COLLEGE WORSllil?

WED

9PM

& 6:30PM
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KIMP, & OYSTERS
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UCF middleback Jenny Heppert attempts to block East Carolina outside hitter Peyton Thompson during the Knights' 3-0 loss to the
Pirates on Sept. 28. The loss was the third of seven straight matches in which the Knights were swept.
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Magic beat Warriors in overtime

>
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Orlando claims road victory behind guardJameer Nelson's near triple-double
JANIE MCCAULEY
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11100 E. ColonialDr. #127 • Orlando, Fl32817 • 407-273-5020
18+ • ID Required
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Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. - After
Dwight Howard nearly cost the
Orlando Magic the game in the
final minute of regulation, he
helped them win in overtime.
Howard scored four of his 18
points in the extra session and
the NB.A's top road team pulled
off a hard-fought 123-117 victory
against Golden State on Monday
night to snap the Warriors' sixgame winning streak.
Howard was fouled as he
missed a dunk with 18.7 seconds
left in regulation. But, Howard
smacked the padding on the
basket, standard for an automatic technical.
Stephen Jackson hit a free
throw for the infraction, then
Howard converted both of his
chances from the stripe - on a
play that sent Golden State star
Baron Davis to the bench for
good with his sixth foul.
The Warriors' Monta Ellis
missed the first of two free
throws with 17.4 seconds left and
a 3-pointer at the buzzer. That
came after Rashard Lewis made
two free throws for the Magic to
tie the game at 109 with 13.4 seconds left.
Jackson scored all 25 of his
points after halftime in only the
Warriors' second defeat in 11
games since an 0-6 start.
Jameer Nelson had 22 points,
11 assists and eight rebounds,
Keith Bogans also scored 22
points, and Lewis added 20 for
the Magic, who are 11-2 on the
road this season and 16-4 overall
under first-year coach Stan Van
Gundy.
Ellis finished with 22 points,
a career-high 12 rebounds and
seven assists, and Davis scored
19 points to go with nine assists
for the Warriors, who certainly
had their chances in this one.
Lewis' 3-pointer tied the
game at 105 with 1:10 to play in
the fourth quarter, then Hedo
Turkoglu missed a long 3 from
the top of the arc with a chance
to give the Magic a lead.
Turkoglu fouled Jackson on
the other end and he converted
both free throws with 24.5 seconds left.
But Turkoglu still finished
with 17 points, eight rebounds
and two steals.
Jackson missed his first
seven shots before playing like
the forward who earned Western Conference Player of the
week Honors. Howard, who got
the same recognition in the East
last week, watched as Orlando
blew a nine-point fourth-quarter lead.
The Magic turned a fivepoint lead into a 90-81 cushion
on one play with 11:24 left, when
Turkoglu scored, was fouled
and Warriors coach Don Nelson
was whistled for a technical
after apparently making it

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
·-'
www.dciplasma.com
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Magic guard Jameer Nelson drives in for a layup against the Warriors' Baron Davis during Orlando's 123-117 overtime win over
Golden State in Oakland, Calif., on Monday night. Nelson finished the game with 22 points, 11 assists and eight rebounds.

known he thought Al Harrington drew a charge.
Then
Golden
State
scored
seven
straight
points, including Davis'
three-point play to make it
90-88. Andris Biedrins had a
three-point play to give
Golden State a brief lead
with
7:22
remammg.
Biedrins had his fourth double-double in six games
with 11 points and 15
rebounds.
Both teams played on
consecutive nights but
looked plenty fresh after the
Warriors won at Seattle and
Orlando beat the Lakers in
Los Angeles.

Lewis, the Magic's second-leading scorer behind
Howard, didn't score his
first points until making a
running hook with 6:41 left
in the second, and Orlando
led 57-48 at halftime.
The Warriors shot 3-for17 from 3-point range in the
opening half.
Adona! Foyle returned to
the Bay Area after the Warriors parted ways with the
10-year veteran and the
team's
longest-tenured
player in August.
Foyle had spent his entire
career with Golden State,
and received a warm welcome.

A video tribute was
shown for Foyle before the
game and he waved in all
directions to greet the
crowd, which gave him a
standing ovation.
The video board read
"Thanks for a decade of
commitment."
After the five-game road
swing, the Magic head back
home to the Amway Arena
for a two-game homestand
against the Indiana Pacers
on Friday and the Atlanta
Hawks on Monday.
It will be Orlando's first
meeting with each team this
season.

•
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UCF improves turnovers,
free-throw shooting in loss
FROM
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think when we come out again
and face a team like that, we
will be ready to go." •
The Knights shot 34.5 percent from the field and hit
nine of 10 free throws in the
second half to help the rally.
UCF was also able to control
the boards better in the second half, only giving up seven
offensive rebounds after giving up 11 in the first half.
"[The second-half run]
was because of our rebounding," Williams said. "We
talked about in the first half,
the fact that we gave up 11
offensive rebounds, and in
order to be able to run and
get out, it starts with
rebounding, and in that
stretch where we made that
run, we were able to box out,
get some boards, get back in
transition and get some open
shots. It really started with
our defensive rebounding."
UCF got off to a slow start
to open the game, with
Miami opening up a 14-2 lead,
its largest lead of the game.
But the Knights wouldn't stay
down for long.
Led by forward Tia Lewis,
UCF reeled off a 19-8 run to
make the sc'ore 22-21 with

NEXT GAME

Jllvs.vf/JJ
UCF

Fla. Gulf Coast

Sunday, 1 p.m. j New UCF Arena
3:02 remaining in the first
half. Miami answered back
with an 8-1 run to close out
the half and lead by eight at
the break.
"The baskets they had
early were just easy baskets,"
Williams said. "We gave
them some layups early and
we had a couple of t~rrnovers
that they converted into
layups and transition baskets,
but we quickly got our focus
back. I was really proud of my
team, that they didn't keep
their heads down, and they
fought back, and again we
were able to come back
because of our defense."
Lewis and forward Emma
Cannon didn't have their
usual big day inside, combining for only 10 points on 5-of15 shooting and collecting 16
rebounds. It was the duo's
lowest combined totals of ~e
season.
· "We didn't have a great
day today insidet Williams

said. 'We had some looks, but
Miami's post [players] are
very physical and aggressive,
and a couple of times, we did- .
n't step up. I think Tia and
Emma learned a lot because
of the physical play, and it's
just going to help them every ·
night [to know] to come out
and be ready to battle in the
paint."
Despite the loss, the
Knights learned some valuable lessons and improved in
a couple of areas. They
turned the ball over 19 times,
their lowest total of the season, and shot 80 percent from
the free-throw line, a seasonhigh.
"We learned about blocking out," Williams said. "We
talked about our free throws
and our turnovers, we still
had high turnovers, but we
had under 20, and that was
what we were shooting for.
From the free-throw line, our
goal was 70 percent, and
today was the first day we did
that.... We learned that we
have to put everything
together to beat big teams."
The Knights' next game is
at the New UCF Arena when
they face Florida Gulf Coast
at 1 p.m. Sundf Y.
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Strip away society's
cestereo
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e have a general rule
of thumb: If you can
sleep with yourself at
night, we don't care what you
do. Of course, that is, as long
as you aren't hurting people in
the process.
There are some women that
decide stripping is a great way
to pay off their college bills.
To them we say: If you're
OK with it then good for you.
Hell, why not? Who are we
to judge anyone's life choices?
If you're a good person, what
career choice you make
shouldn't change that.
What we support is not the
stripping career, but literally
the choice to be a stripper.
In one great night, these
girls are possibly getting their
tuition paid off. It's quite possible that in a regular night, half
their rent is taken care of.
You may be arguing that
stripping is morally and ethically wrong. You may even
argue that it's not "Christianlike." The biggest argument
would probably be that it
objectifies women and
degrades them.
To those points we may
have to agree with.you. It's not
moral nor is it ethical to get
paid for being naked. It may
not even be the most
"Christian thing" to do. Those
views are justified and backed
with logical arguments.
The one we have a problem
with is the view of objectification of women.
If these women are agreeing
to go on the stage and be the
object of men's fantasies,
what's the harm? They are putting themselves on that stage
in front of these men.
The only harm could very
well be the respect given to
these women. These are mostly women who have no other
way to make the amount of

money they're making and are
doing this as a last resort.
Some enjoy the career and
stick with it. Regardless of
their reason for doing it, it's
their choice.
It's not exactly empowering
to the feminist movement.
Feminists may argue that it is
liberating because these
women are making a living off
their sexuality.
We don't buy it.
The feminist movement .
back in the day was about bettering women's role in society.
Strippers have been around for
a while.
What can be called feminism though is the freedom of
choice offered to the women
involved. Any stripper has the
choice to do it or not do it.
There are more options
open to women since the sexual revolution of the '60s and
the feminist movement of the
'70s. The freedom of choice is
a powerful thing and if you
want to shout feminism on that
one go ahead.
Dita Von Teese has made an
entire career off of burlesque
dancing, which she admits may
not be entirely different from
stripping.
Von Teese told The
Guardian that she was a failed
ballerina that still wanted to be
a performer. Her career combines her four loves: dance,
theater, glamour and fashion.
She also says it's unfair to
generalize that all strippers are
abused because she has worked
at those "crappy clubs."
Surprisingly, Von Teese
encourages her fans to look
into more than burlesque
dancing.
"I correspond with a lot of
my fans and I make it clear
that someone shouldn't be
looking at me thinking, 'Oh, I
want to be a burlesque dancer.'

" Von Teese said. "I am kind of
the exception and I try to make
that clear without sounding
conceited. You'll earn more
money quicker if you go to college than by being a burlesque
dancer."
Von Teese doesn't feel more
exposed than an actress who
gets paid for nudity.
"When they sit down and
they make a deal about their
role in a film, the attorney
says: 'If we see a nipple, how
much is that worth? If we see
her butt, how much is that
worth? Full-frontal nudity,
what's that worth?' It's worked
out to the dinie."
She makes an excellent
point.
What really makes that any
different? They're technically
selling their body, but it's more
respected. Maybe the paycheck
makes it more formal.
Let's not forget that Ginger
Rogers and Gypsy Rose Lee,
were not only burlesque
dancers, but actresses as well.
They are now considered legends.
The glitz and glamour of
Hollywood made those two
acceptable.
It may very well be boiling
down to respect. Our society
has made it socially unacceptable to be a stripper. In some
countries, it's not unusual.
It depends on how you see
the naked body. Is the body a
temple? Is it an art or is it vulgar?
When done tastefully, portrayal of the human body is art.
The human body is nothing to
be ashamed of.
Gasp! We all have a genitalia. Get comfortable with it
already.
What a person decides to
do with their body is their own
business and it should stay
their own business.

The Golden Compass is a
movie, not a golden cow

•

•
•

and its strong religious undertones are
I'm a Christian.
very evident throughout the movie.
And, believe it or not, I don't care
Last time I checked, people weren't
whether you are. I don't expect you to
protesting and spitting on the very idea
conform to what the world tells you is
that this movie should be released.
right. And I certainly won't try and push
But why?
my beliefs on you.
Society should have no more right to
But, as I begin this column; I believe
tell someone to believe in God then they
that my religious views are somewhat
should have to tell them not to.
pertinent information for what I'm about
Period
to talk about.
Do I think parents should be aware of
Today, as I logged onto Facebook MELISSA HEYBOER
the themes of this film? Absolutely.
Editor-in-Chief
an obvious morning ritual - I noticed I
But in the end, I don't feel like that
had a new group request. The name of
should be a determining factor in whether a perthe group: "Do NOT support 'The Golden Comson - child or adult - goes to see the movie.
pass."'
Apparently, there's close to thirty of these anti- .
If they don't want their children to go see it,
fine. But don't tell other people they shouldn't.
movie groups.
Obviously there are hundreds of thousands of
And I thought feedback from Harry Potter was
people who would disagree with me. And that's
bad.
fine. I just don't think their arguments are justified
Upon opening the group invitation, I decided
With all the movies that hit the big screen
to research the movie that is causing so much
every week and all the problems that children are
controversy.
subjected to daily, the thing we're most worried
The movie is based off of known Atheist
about is going to the theater to see a children's
author Philip Pullman's trilogy, His Dark
movie?
Materials.
God forbid children have the opportunity to
The books, which have obvious anti-religious
choose what their beliefs are.
undertones, have been made into a movie. The
Can't they make that choice anyway without
first is called The Golden Compass.
going to see a movie?
Critics and protesters say the movie is being
If they don't see it in the movies, then more
used as bait to draw children into reading the
than likely they'll see it at school or on TY.
books.
With this, however, children have the opportuThey say that once children read the books
nity of getting lost in the movie. Getting lost in
they will be forced - or brainwashed - into folthe graphics, in the action. Chances are, an eightlowing the authors path of atheism.
year-old isn't going to understand the underlying
They say unsuspecting parents will take their
meaning of of the movie. But instead they will be
children, not knowing what the movie is about.
focused on the setting and the characters and how
All I have to say is, who cares?
awesome the battle scenes are.
As a firm believer in God, I don't. And you
Sure, this country was founded as one nation,
shouldn't either.
Who am I, who is anybody to tell someone else under God. But it was also founded on the belief
that all men are created equal.
what movie to go see? Or, more importantly, who
I don't see people protesting when the idea of
is anybody to te,ll someone what they should or
racism or sexism is poorly and graphically depictshould not believe in?
ed in a movie.
Does anyone remember a movie called the
And, last time I checked, our nation was also
Chronicles ofNamia?
founded on the idea that all men would have freeFor those of you who don't know, this movie is
dom of speech and freedom of expression.
almost identical to The Golden Compass in every
So tell me, why does that same country try and
sense of what a children's fantasy movie is about.
take that right away?
The only difference: It preaches Christianity
l,
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READER VIEWS

Parent worries how
UCF funds are spent
Even ifwe took the president's entirt
salary and used it to hire new teachers, it
would be a drop in the bucket
UCF is now the worst school in America as far as student-to-faculty ratio goes.
Students are finding it harder and harder
to graduate on time. I suspect that's a UCF
plan anyways because they can't enroll for
the courses they need. Many courses are
horribly overpopulated It is rare to find an
instructor that actually knows all of the
names of the students in class.
So why are we spending more and
more money on a president and not
enough in hiring faculty? Is this the UCF
formula for raising the academic level or
for getting more profit from the students
- like raising the laundry prices and
charging unholy prices for textbooks sometimes changed yearly- and some
with faculty kickbacks. Hire Disney to
move students from new parking lots on
the outer reaches of campus and transform the parking garages to dorms or
classrooms, further increasing the oncampus and offAlafaya atmosphere at
school
Imagine if they paid as much attention
to academics as they do to say; football!
Compare the highest paid UCF teacher
with what is paid to some assistant coaches. Ifwe can just get UCF to commit
money to improving its academic standing
like it does it's sports teams, UCF would
no longer be rated as a ''third tier'' school
BOBCROUOI
CONCERNED PARENT

Student is fed up with
the rise of local crime
On Thanksgiving night, my apartment
was one of at least five broken into at
University House apartments. There are
four people living in each apartment and
about $3,500 worth of items was stolen
from me alone. The Orange County
Sheriff's Office still has not assigned a
detective to this case. I do not feel that
they are doing their job. They do not feel
that they can catch these criminals or
recover my items.
I have been a UCF student since 2004.
This is the fourth burglary that has happened to me since I have lived in Orlando.
Ifthe police were doing their job and
keeping these criminals off the streets, this
wouldn't have happened to begin with.
My front door was kicked in, along
with all the.bedroom doors. The locks,
security alarm and security guards meant
nothing. My computer tower was stolen
and I lost all of my work for the semester
from the past month. I'm a digital media
major and all that work was very important to my grades. I don!t want to fail my
classes because of this. I do not feel safe

anymore, I feel that no one is helping and
I do not know what to do.
The crime is continuing to go up and I
do not want to live here anymore even
though I graduate in May.
KURrSCHULm

DIGITALMEDIA SENIOR

Reader encourages a
look at Sen. Thompson
Ifyou are looking for a consistent, conservative presidential candidate I urge you
take a closer look at Sen. Fred Thompson.
Fred Thompson has been the most policyoriented of all the Presidential candidates
in a world where people say the candidates never give details.
Fred has offered extremely detailed
plans on saving Social Security, giving
hard-working Americans tax relief,
strengthening our military and stopping
illegal immigration.
No other candidate has given such
detail for fear of it being politically risky.
Senator Thompson doesn't care about
political risk. He cares about fixing
America's problems.
Fred Thompson is the only consistent
conservative running for President. For
more information go to:
www.Fred08.com.
HAROLD HEDRICK
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING SOPHOMORE

Beware of potential
onlinepe~buyingscam
My name is Jeff Cohen and I am a
junior at UCF. My girlfriend and I decided for Christmas this year that w e were
interested in adopting a puppy together.
Being on a college budget it is difficult to find a puppy in our price range.
On Facebook there was an advertisement for a toy Yorkshire.
I sent an e-mail to the person who
had her. It turns out this person was in
Cameroon, Africa She sent me pictures,
and information stating that the dog was
[American Kennel Club registered], had
all his shots, papers, and the works. She
said I had to Western Union her $120
and she would put the puppy on a plane
the next day.
Everything seemed great, and my
girlfriend and I had our hopes up. We
even purchased a calling card and called
her. Then I did a little more research. I
found tons of reports on pet scams coming out of Cameroon, Africa. One person had the same scam with a English
Bulldog. Thankfully; we did not send
any money to this person.
It is extremely immoral that a person
can try to steal a college students money.
JEFF COHEN
ACCOUNTING JUNIOR
J.

•
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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100
WANTED! African-American

$8-10 per hour

Egg-Donor. Wllllng to pay up to
$4,000 if selected and if medically
acceptable. Ages 21-28, WS. Please
call If Interested (321)-303-1315

Promotional marketing person for
Miami Dolphin Charity Benefit Softball
Game. Aft/eve flex hrs. Good speaking
voice. Brevard Campus only.
Steve at 321-453-7374.

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No J:;xperience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

AVON Helpers: Students w/ Vehicle
Label & Deliver Catalogs & Products
Contact Jaime Daniels at 888-4-AVON411 or JDaniels38@GMail.com

INTELLIGENCE ANALYST
Starting annual salary $24,585 to $29,502 depending on experience/qualifications
Seminole County Sheriff's Office, a leader in progressive law enforcement services, is
seeking a highly qualified INTELLIGENCE ANALYST. This position provides analytical

An awesome summer job! If you're
looking to spend this summer
outdoors, have fun while you work, and
make lifelong friends, then look no
further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Arts,
Ceramics, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Maintenance, Office, Ropes Course,
Soccer, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterfront
(small crafts, life guarding, WSI),&
more. Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today toll free
at 1-888-684-2267 or apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

Part time child care
& school pick up. 3-6pm T-F.
Downtown Orlando area.
Reply to 407-896-3264 or email to
Jwalls7709@cfl.rr.com

AMAZING SUMMER at premier PA
coed children's overnight camp.
Energetic, enthusiastic men and
women wanted for all activities and
counselor positions. Good Salary.
Great Experience. Internships
Available. Visit our web site, www.campnockamixon.com to schedule an
on campus interview.

l elephone Actresses
Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must
have a corded telephone in a private
area of your home. We employ
1400+ agents nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608

After School Childcare/Light
Housekeeping Assistance Needed Family in Eastwood needs in-home
afternoon childcare for children ages 9
& 13. Will assist in greeting from
school, preparing snack, overseeing
homework and light housekeeping
assistance (load/unload dishwasher,
fold laundry, etc.) Hours: 2:15-4:30
Wed 1 :15-4:30 Approx 3-4 days per
week with some flexibility. Call 407208-1449 or e-mail
netchambers@hotmail.com

Bento Cafe Downtown
New, trendy Pan-Asian Cafe Hiring
Sushi Chefs, Wok Chefs, Servers &
Kitchen Staff; flex hrs PIT or FIT;
reliable, friendly. 954-829-5544.
OVERNIGHT BABYSITTER WANTED
Sched. varies, ELEM. ED. major pref.
Exp. & references req. 407-971-9942
or coopncar@hotmail.com

FT/PT Administrative Assistant needed
for filing and answering phones at
downtown Orlando const. company.
Knowledge of MS Word/Excel req.
$10/hr, great working exp! Bilingual a
plus Contact Johan Toro, office
manager at 407-947-6137.

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS . +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net"* email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

and investigative support, performs data entry, and offers specialized research in support
Huey Magoo's Chicken Tenders
is now hiring managers, servers and
cashiers! Come be a part of our fun
and exciting teaml
Apply in person. 407-977-0213
www.HueyMagoos.com

of Pawn investigations in the Intelligence Center. Applicants must have a Bachelor's
Degree in Criminal Justice or a closely related field; or 4 years experience in an analytical
or statistical environment, or an equivalent combination of related training and experience.
All applicants will be subjected to extensive background investigation including
employment history verification, education/training verification.criminal record,

FT/PT customer service help is needed
at our 3 locations for Sunshine
Hydroponics Garden Centers. The
position includes retail duties and plan
maintenance. Must have an interest in
growing and caring for plantsl Call
Peter between 10AM to 6PM for
details.
(407) 310-5345

computerized voice stress analysis, physical and drug screening.Position is open until
filled. Applicants may_ download applicatlon from
http://www.semlnolesheriff.org or apply In person to:

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFPS OFFICE
100 Bush Blvd (across from Flea World on 17/92)
Sanford, Florida 32773

The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
is committed to a diverse workforce and
is an equal opportunity employer.

Jacksonville

Tallahassee

904-807-9441

850-385-4920

INFRASTRUCTURE
E N G I N E E R. S , INC.
consulting engineers

I commercial divers

Infrastructure Engineers, Inc. specializes in the design of
transportation facilities, and also conducts routine and
underwater bridge inspections worldwide. The firm
currently has an opening in our growing
St. Cloud, Florida office:

"'
•)

Engineer Intern (Structural) - Duties will Include but are not limited to;
• Designing simple transportation structures, Including foundations and
culverts
• Converting engineering drawings and calculations to Mlcrostatlon
• Field work and Inspection/bridge load rating calculations

www.workforstudents.com

·(

This position has potential for worldwide travel with an Inspection team.
It also Includes the opportunity to train as a commercial diver.
Benefits include 401 K, medical, dental, and life
Insurance, paid holidays, and annual time off with pay. Potential for
advancement. (EOE)

Please email your resume to:
lportka@infrastructureengineers.com .

ta-NOW HIRING----•

••

•

•

.

.

www.UniversalOrlandoJobs.com ~ -

COPY EDITORS

<

Positions will be paid in the form of a
12-credit-hour scholarship. Applicants with experience and
personal references preferred. Applicants must be
available Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays with a
minimal class load those days.

The Student "ewspaper at UCF since 1968

l

DEPUTY SHERIFF TRAINEE
Starting salary $10.00 per hour Increasing to $35,015 annually upon completion of training.
Position wor1<s shifts including nights, weekends, and holidays.
Selected applicants will be sent to school at a local Community College to become
certified as a Law Enforcement Officer in the State of Florida. Salary will increase on
. passing the state certification examination.

Minimum Qualifications
Must be at least 19 years of age
•

Must be a high school graduate or have a GED

•

Must possess a valid Florida Driver's License and have a good driving

record
No felony conviction or misdemeanor convictions involving perjury

POSITIONS AVALIABLE
Applicants subject to extensive background investigation including employment history
verification, education/training, criminal record, computerized voice stress

•
•
•
•

PROFESSIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

analysis, and drug screening. Position is open until filled. Applicants may download
application from http://www.seminolesheriff.org or apply in person to:

TELEPHONE CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE
SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT PATH

100 Bush Blvd (across from Flea World on 17/92)
Sanford, Florida 32773

SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

••*--

The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
is committed to a diverse worl<force and
is an equal opportunity employer.
EOE

•

•

(eutra( 1loriba 31tture

•

[125

•

• December 5,2007

Position available for true
professionals who have at least
three years of solid advertising or
direct outside sales experience.
This is NOT an entry level position.
You must be able to prospect
clients within the specific magazine
title Industry, present the
opportunity, handle all objections
and CLOSE THE SALE via phone.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
CIiek on Surveys.

3/2.5 Home, 2 miles from UCF.
Large, fenced backyard, w/d
Included. $1200/mo. Small deposit.
(407) 923-3400

Beautiful Pool Home
4/3 Close to UCF. Bring your
friends and rent per
bedroom $500.00-$700.00 per
month + utilltles. PooVLawn
service Included. Will consider
short term lease or lease option.
You will like llvlng In this home!
(904) 471-8865

PT Nanny position 15-20 hours/wk 3
days/wk for 3 1/2 and 6 mo. year old
Windermere area. References
required. amy.ricketts@techlogic.biz

INTERNS WANTED!

3/2.5/2 House in Oviedo, just miles
from UCFI 2100 sqft, fenced backyard,
commun. pool, w/d included.
$1400/mo. Available Now!
(407) 399-9734

National Marketing & Promotions
Agency in Orlando seeks interns
interested in hands-on experience.
Work directly under company
President.
Email lnterns@belovedxp.com

Looking for Outgoing

$500 INVESTMENT
PT/FT - WORK FROM HOME
Toll Free 1-800-240-0847
www.albertosuarez.
theonlinebusiness.com

FOR RENT:
200 Homes

Medical front office staff needed MW
0830-1700. $10/hr. Start
1/3/08. Neurosurgeons for kids 22
Lake Beauty Dr Orlando 32806. Fax
resume to 407-236-0007 or call 407236-0006.

4Bed/2Ba/2Gar - 1830 sq.ft. All
appllances, cable, alarm sys, lawn
care lnclud. W/D optional. $1300/mo.
15 min from UCF! (407) 595-8121

Prr

Valets Must be professional and
responsible. Pay starting at $9/hr.
Immediate openings. Apply online @
parkwayvalet.com

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585.

NANNY - Loving & energetic person to
care for 2 & 1 yr-old boys. Home is
clean, close to UCF. Hrs needed
9:30AM to 4:30PM. Pay up to $65/day
in cash; 3 days a week. January
through June. References & reliable
transportation. Please contact Sebrina
(407) 252-6813

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
Beautiful 2/2 Duplex 2 mi from UCF
950 sq.ft., appl. and lawn maint. incl.
N/S $950/mo + sec. dep
407-359-5001
3/2 2-cr grge home. $1175/mo. Mins to
UCF! Appl: wash/dry, dshwshr, frig,
mcrwave. Fnc bkyrd cnsv
area, skylghts. Flex lease.
ljz1115@yahoo.com (321) 274-6999

3/2 House. Behind Waterford Town
Center. Gated community. Pond
behind house. Ceillng fan In all
rooms. W/d Included. Close to UCF.
$1350/mo + deposit. (321) 297-5886

•

AVON Representative
Need Extra Money? Work from Home
FT/PT Earn 50% Commission 1st 2
Months Call Jaime Daniels at 888-4AVON-411 or JDaniels38@GMail.com

4/2.5/2 Private home In
Waterford/UCF area. $1550/mo +
sec. deposit. All appliances
Included, separate family room
and laundry room. TIie & carpet.
Celling fans In all bedrooms/family
room. Lawn maintenance lnclud.
For more Info call (407) 568-7608.

w/loft 2.5/Ba 1/Car 2000SF. Avail.
Dec. 20th Rent-$1450/mo + Dep.
$1425 Most Pets 407-616-8859

Starting annual salary $28,454 to $34,145 depending on experience/qualifications
SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE, a leader in progressive law enforcement

services, is seeking a highly qualified SENIOR CRIME ANALYST. This position will
be stationed and assigned to the Central Florida Intelligence Exchange (CFIX), which is

located in an off-sf!e facility in Orange County. The position is responsible for research
and development of intelligence products primarily related to Domestic and lnteriiational
Terrorism. The e~ntial duties and respon_sibilities include the _!?Ollection,_proce~sin9,
analyzing and dissemination of intelligence; identification of trends, patterns and
methods used by cnminal elements; the creation of computer generated maps, flow
charts and link analysis; analysis of telephone toll reports; and other investigative
support as assigned. Applicants must posse&& a Bachelor's Degree in Criminal Justice,
Social Sciences or a closely related field or an equivalent combination of training and
experience (Crime Analysis and Mapping Certification or Criminal Profiling Certification)
is desirable. Previous experience in crime analysis is desirable. All applicants will be
subject to extensive background investigation including employment history verification,
education/training verification, criminal record, computerized voice stress analysis,
physical and drug screening. Position Is open until filled. Applicants may download

application from http://www.seminolesherlff.org or apply in person to:

..,

Townhome. Cambridge Circle, Close
to UCF & S.R50. 2/2, Fenced small
Patio. Rent $850/mth.Call Reeta
321- 363- 6345

Beautiful 2/2.5 Townhouse with
garage at The VIiias at Waterford
Lakes! $1400/mo, + utll. Unfurnished, All appliances included!
Just minutes to UCFI (954)-298-1031
2/2 Condos for rent-must see!!
FREE WATER AND CABLE
remodeled w/ w/d, gated comm.
from $895-$1 000/mo
CALL FOR MOVE IN SPECIALS!
321-689-3612 Victoria Equities Realty

I-UK KtN 1:
[riffl
~ Apartments

----

Room available in 3Bed/2Bath house
in Avalon Park. $500/mo + utilities!
Appliances, w/d , 2-car garage
included! Close to UCF and Waterford
Lakes! Call Kristina (321) 946-1869

FOR RENT, Cute 1/1
CONDO downtown ORLANDO
$750/mos, no contract, (407) 8322590. Available NOW!
2Bed/2Bath in Winter Springs. Very
nice, quiet complex with private pool.
$950/mo + util. W/d includ.
(407) 695-1266 or (954) 682-4034
Luxury Condo For Rent - 3Br/2Ba
Granite Counter Tops Kitchen and
Baths, Hardwood Floors, new carpet,
new appliances, rent includes
swimming pool, internet, cable, fitness
center. 5 minutes from UCF. $1,300
per month (407)-451-5137
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net
The Crest at Waterford Lakes Luxury ·
Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, cable TV, HS
Internet, gym, pool $ 550/roommate +
1/2 utilities Call (407) 247-6423

1ST MONTH FREE
Beautiful 2/1 .5 townhome. Completely
renovated, exc. location, only $875/mo
Avail. ASAP. Call (407)-339-1108 x106
UCF STUDENTS: 1 ROOM AVAIL TO
RENT IN 4BD HOUSE
1 bd w/ own BA $650 quiet, attractive,
gated comm. 3mi from UCF. incls
cable, h/s internet, util, kitchen,
dining/living, stove/microwave, fridge,
washer/dryer, enclosed pool. deposit &
1st/mo rent req. 1YR lease, avail
immed Call 321-947-3971
2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
W/D, Cable & Water Included.
$875/mo. Call (321)-297-6756!!!

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFPS OFFICE
100 Bush Blvd (across from Flea World on 17/92)
Sanford, Florida 32773

The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
is committed to a diverse workforce and
is an equal opportunity employer

ROOMMATES

UCF AREAi 2 M Looking for 1 M/F in a
Fully Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A
Must See and Pies Are Available
Through Email. $500/month includes
Water, Electric, Internet, Cable TV,
Pest Control , & Lawn Care. For More
Info: (407)409-6206
N/S M/F Wanted Near UCF (Waterford
Lakes Conservation Area) in nice quiet
clean house $450/mo. utility & w/d incl.
Call 407-277-4112 or 407-249-2059

20 Min from UCF! Prvt Room
for Rent. 1 Female to rent. Private
bed/bath. Furnish/unfurnish. in singlefemale-home. Wtd asage includ.,
private parking, gated community.
$500/mo.Utilities included. Avail.
immediately! (407)402-5405 or
CElias988@hotmail com

2/2.5 Luxury Townhome in
gated comm, m!!rble floors, HD TV
DVR, W/D, furnfshed, private patio,
15' X 14' room, alarm system, $550 ,
near UCF. Call 305 924-7813
, Available Jan 1 2008.

Oviedo - UCFI N/S Female
Roommate needed for Lake Front
Home. $450/mo, Includes all
utilltlesl Available Now!
(407) 595-7050
Very "CLEAN" & "NEAT' Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED" room available.
All Utilities included! Short Term OK.
$500.00 Call/Text Carl at
407.538.3394 or cbfw@psualum .com
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
Room for Rent in furnished 4/Br home.
1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included.
$500/mo. Avail. Now! (772) 359-2797

G&T Conveyor Company. the leading
manufacturer of baggage handling systems in. the US, is
looking for a few talented Engineers to join its rapidly
growing team. If you are a motivated achiever who
continually seeks new challenges and new
opportunities to learn, then we want to talk to you!
Opportunities for recent graduates exist in the areas of:

· Electrical Engineering
• Software Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
These positions will be based at our corporate headquarters
located in Tavares, FL in scenic Lake County {Northwest Orlando).
We offer competitive pay, excellent benefits, and opportunities for
ongoing professional development.

©
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Seeking two n/s roommates (m/f) in a
gated community close to the UCF
campus. One room available
immediately and the other on 12/15.
Spacious 3/2.5 townhome in Avalon
Lakes. $ 600/month everything
included. Call Mike @ (954) 234-3953
Mster bdrm/bath in 3/2 twnhse.
Waterford Lakes. Gated w/pool. UCF
2.5 mi. $525+1/3 util, inc. hi-spd i-net.
Pay Jan '08, get Dec. '07 free. Call
561427-3403 or 561-427-3405.

8

6
9

Roommate wanted to share 2 bd with
male grad student $385/mo + 1 /2 util
internet incl. near UCF Call Matt 407658-0846 or tomifune@hotmail.com

Roommate to share beautiful 2/2
condo available now! Furnished
wood floors.cath. cellings,screened
balcony,new appllances- 1/2 mile
from UCF. pool,gym,tennls ct
utlllties,cable included. $600
Call Josh @ 813-763-2056
or Email"@ Jclemmons@lnbox.com
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month . Non smoking,
non drinking . Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

$565. Sublet male 2/2 student apt.
Pegasus Pointe, Alafaya. Includes
ut ilities, Internet,
cable, washer/dryer/dishwasher.
Gym/Pool. Mid-Dec - Jul 08. Call
Jeremy 607-229-4384.
1/1 in Peg Landing for $525/month.
Looking to be out by winter break and
am willing to throw in an incentive. Call
John ASAP @ (305) 454-3322.
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE
$525 1/1 in a 4~4 in Pegasus Landing
INCLUDES all utilities and fully
furnished! Move in December. Call Lea
ASAP (94 1)730-0405

FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREEi
Two rooms available in 3/3 at Pegasus
Landing! Phase 3 Bldg 27 $545/mo
Call (407) 879-5350 o r (407) 692-4705
NO FEES ! $525/mo in Pegasus
Landing! Includes all utilities, cable and
fully furnished! Pool , gym, shuttle to
UCF & more! (941) 809-3041
Room in 2/2 at Lofts $619/mo, w/d
fully furnished, covered parking,
all utilities included. Lakefront view.
Minutes from UCF. Available mid-Dec.
(561)312-2112

300
3 BR/2 BA/ 2 CAR, 2.5 Miles from
UCF, 15 Min from Downtown
Orlando, Incl. Water Treatment
System, Like New 1997 Home,
Motivated Seller $215k, Contact
Earlene 407.721.2496
Beautiful 2 B/ 2 Ba condo in great
location close to UCF in Waterford
Lakes. Lots of amenities, back porch
on pond, & no stairs to climb!
Appliances including washer/dryer
stay! Owner graduated & moving.
Priced under appraisal at $ 204,900 or
best offer. Call Kathy (850) 559-2232
or Patti (407} 359-6526.
LOOKING AT ALL OFFERS!!!
UNDER $150,000
Orlando airport area, 2/2 remodeled
condo
LOW $200's
·Tuscawilla, 3/2.5 brand new
townhome, 1st year HOA paid
· Tuscawilla, 3/2 Florida cottage, golf
community
·waterford Lakes area, 3/2 on over
1/4acre
UNDER $300,000
•oviedo, Kingsbridge near UCF, 4/2.5
over 2500sf, bonus area
· Altamonte Springs, 4/2.5 remodeled
pool home
UNDER $350,000
· Longwood, 4/2 remodeled Pool home,
large gourmet kitchen
*Heathrow, 4/2.5 pool home, over
2000sf, gated executive golf comm .
Ask about down payment assistance,
money still available!
Kelly Sue Stonebreaker/Exit Real
Estate Results
321-228-3974
Stunning 3/2 fully updated newer home
close to UCF! Ready to move in l 6
Months -- No payment! $200,000.
RE/MAX 200 CALL (321)-303-8899
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Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

4

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

9 5

8 3

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
co lumn and 3x3
box contains the
d igits 1 through 9
w ith no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level

8 2
7

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Mineral springs
Movie dog
One suit
Landed
Greenish blue
color
·
Adoree or Taylor
Tibetan holy
man
Period for
fasting
Writer Loos
_ Nevada
Days of rest
Salutation
Michael Stipe's
band
Arrangement
Pee Wee and
Della
Small bills
Telescope
owners
Sponsorship
Frozen expanse
Pick up the tab
Deceived
Qtys.
Hidden
Luge
LAX posting
Closet's
capacity
Inventors
Library patron
Make two
Bit
Actress Foch
Fiery felony
Actor Baldwin
Attend s
College bigwigs
T icket info
Latin being

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
29

$300/MO 4/2 ROOM FOR RENT.
Includes electric, water, cable (HBO),
internet. pool, rec area, gym, and
more. At Pegasus Point to take over in
Dec. Dec rent is paid . Call
9546559043.

3

1

3

•H>,,-H-•-•-

ROOMMATE NEEDED In beautiful
3/2 house off of Rouse & 50. $500 a
mo. Includes utilities. Room leads to
fenced backyard. F prefferred. Must
be pet friendly and clean. Room
available ASAP! Please call Luisa at:
(954) 864-6271

4
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9 3 suldolku
Puzzles by Pappocom

1 4

Room at Pegasus Landing M appt.
$525/mo includes util
I will pay you $525 cash
Move in ffor Jan 407-520-8223

Townhome 4 RENT 3/Bd

. SENIOR CRIM'E ANALYST

-

lmD

r:r.ril FOR RENT:
l~ Homes

Without sales experience your
resume will not be considered.
Stlrllng Sotheby's International
Realty - Lake Mary Corporate
Office. E-mall resumes to Angela
MIian at amllan@stlrllngslr.com

.,

www. Centra!Fforidafuture. com
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11 ICU element
12 "Little Women"
woman
13 Salton and
58
Sargasso
63
2 1 Primary color
64
65
23 Actress
67
Gertrude
68
25 Glossy fabric
69
28 .Doesn't have
30 Poet Po und
70
71
3 1 Appear
72
32 Q ED part
73
33 Mach+ jets
34 Diamond Head 's
DOWN
island
1 Ch ip dip
35 Light gas
2 Clan pattern
3 6 Prima donnas'
3 D irected , as a
problems
37 Viewpoint
weapon
4 Ex-QB Bart
39 Staggers
5 Some library
41 Adds sugar to
45 Division word
tomes
46 Take away
6 Understand
(from)
7 Brown s hades
50 John's last
8 Rites sites
name?
9 Cocktail material
1O Actress Olin
52 Opera songs

54 Mountain
division
55 Mexican
farewell
56 Hereditary units
57 Eradicate
58 African nation

59 Hard to find
60 "Lohengrin"
lass
61 Bard's riv er
62 Flat fish
66 Souchong or
oolong

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

300
FORECLOSURES
Avalon Park
Bristol Lakes 4/3.5, gated, $429K
5/3.5, Silver Tree Cir., $439,900
LOTS MOREi Call Joyce today at
Century 21 Oviedo 407-366-5837
Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

FOR SALE:
350 General
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $100, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-194 1
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood , sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best way
to find a place to stay! Also view all ads
online at www.UCFnews.com/classified
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1350. Set-up available. 407-831 -1322

USED BOOKSTORE
Fictio n & non-fiction; sci-fi, mystery,
new age, comics , textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books . VEDA'S BOOKS, 9442
E C olonial between Econ Trail & 417
vedasbooks.com 407-380-5400
Mention this ad for 10% off!
Selling Som ething? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

rm

TRAVEL

• # 1 Spring Break Website ! 4 & 7 night
t rips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips! Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800-293-1 445.

Spring Break Vacations
Book O nline Now and Save!!!

www.TheVipTravelStore.com
For Groups call Erica 813-477-8208

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Finished Carpentry!
Crown Molding, Stairs, Baseboard s,
Chair Rails, Door Repair! 20 Years
Experience! Quality Work! Guaranteed
Best Rates in Town! Free Estimate!
(386) 215-0409

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebrat ion Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

Bachelor's degree in appropriate field required.

Apply to careers@gtconveyor.com
or call 352-742-3717. ·

•

i

...
.

slcatExam
•

Complete Blood Work

•
•
•

EKG Testing
Body Composition Analysis
$300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy

female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please c all 407-303-4544

•
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If you've got things to sell,
Orlando Sentinel Classifieds
can make you some serious profit.

Orlando Sentinel.
Your best local source
for selllng.

4-)

Orlando Sentinel
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407 .384. 7080

407.482.9990

2913 Einstein Way
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